For a quiver with non-degenerate potential, we study the associated stability scattering diagram and how it changes under mutations. We show that under mutations the stability scattering diagram behaves like the cluster scattering diagram associated to the same quiver, which gives them identical cluster chamber structures. As an application, we prove if the quiver has a green-to-red sequence, these two scattering diagrams are identical and if the quiver comes from a once-punctured torus, they differ by a central wall-crossing. This verifies in those cases a conjecture of Kontsevich-Soibelman that a particular set of initial data given by a quiver determines the Donaldson-Thomas series of the quiver with a non-degenerate potential.
Introduction
Cluster algebras, introduced by Fomin and Zelevinsky in [15] , are a class of commutative algebras generated in some Laurent polynomial ring by a distinguished set of Laurent polynomials (the cluster variables) grouped in overlapping subsets (the clusters) recursively obtained by operations called mutations. Important properties of cluster algebras regarding their bases are proved by Gross-Hacking-Keel-Kontsevich in [16] where a technical tool named cluster scattering diagram plays a crucial role. In general, a scattering diagram, sometimes under the name wall-crossing structure, is a (possibly infinite) cone complex in a vector space where its codimension one cones (walls) are decorated with certain transformations (elements in some group) referred as wallcrossings. The cluster scattering diagram associated to a cluster algebra has maximal cells (the cluster chambers) corresponding to clusters and the walls of the cluster chambers are decorated with wall-crossings to describe mutations. A nicely behaved basis of a cluster algebra (the canonical basis) is constructed in [16] by counting in the associated cluster scattering diagram certain piecewise linear curves (the broken lines) which bend when crossing walls. The canonical basis contains monomials of cluster variables in the same cluster (the cluster monomials).
A large class of cluster algebras of interest are those associated to quivers. To cluster algebras of this type, there is a seemingly different approach which utilizes a categorification modeled on quiver representations. For more details in this approach (the additive categorification), we refer to the nice survey [20] . In view of the additive categorificaiton, clusters correspond to t-structures of the relevant triangulated category and mutations are essentially tiltings of the t-structures. In this framework, cluster monomials, part of the canonical basis, can be recovered by applying Caldero-Chapoton type formulas to certain quiver representations; see [4] for finite type quivers, generalizations in [6, 5, 26] , [13, 27] for arbitrary 2-acyclic quivers and [25] for a point of view closest to this paper.
It is interesting to ask what are the meanings of cluster scattering diagrams, wall-crossings and broken lines in the framework of additive categorification? An important first step towards an answer is taken by Bridgeland, who constructs in [3] a stability scattering diagram (definition 3.12) for each quiver with potential using representations of the corresponding Jacobian algebra. He shows that for an acyclic quiver (thus with only zero potential), the stability scattering diagram is identical to the corresponding cluster scattering diagram. In this case, the Caldero-Chapoton formulas for cluster monomials thus have interpretations in both scattering diagrams. However, even in this case, the representation theoretic meaning of the canonical basis (apart from cluster monomials) is still unclear.
One goal of this paper is to further investigate the relationship between these two related but a priori not necessarily identical scattering diagrams, setting foundations towards a better understanding of the categorical meanings of the combinatorial objects extracted from cluster scattering diagrams, especially the categorification of broken lines.
We closely follow the setting in [16] but restrict ourselves to the cases associated to quivers; that is, we fix a lattice N ∼ = Z n equipped with a Z-valued skewsymmetric (instead of more generally skewsymmetrizable) form. A seed s is a basis of N and there is a quiver Q(s) whose adjacency matrix is the matrix of pairings of s in the skewsymmetric form. To the quiver Q(s), there is an associated cluster scattering diagram D s (definition 3.3). A seed with potential (s, w) is a seed s together with a potential w of the quiver Q(s). To the quiver with potential (Q(s), w), we have the associated stability scattering diagram D s,w (definition 3.12). The mutation µ − k (defined in section 4.1, corresponding to µ k in [16, section 1.3]) transforms (s, w) into another seed with potential µ − k (s, w) where k is one of the vertices of the quiver Q(s). Our first main result is the following mutation formula of stability scattering diagrams. This theorem should be compared with [16, theorem 1.24] . For the precise statements, see theorem 4.22, theorem 4.25 and theorem 5.3. Theorem 1.1. Let (s, w) be a non-degenerate seed with potential.
(i) we have the following equality between stability scattering diagrams:
where T k is certain piecewise linear transformation on the scattering diagram D s,w .
(ii) The scattering diagrams D s,w and D s have the same cluster chambers and the same wallcrossings on walls of cluster chambers.
We have the following corollary in comparing stability scattering diagrams with cluster scattering diagrams. Note that Qin also has a proof of (i) of corollary 1.2 using opposite scattering diagrams [28] . Corollary 1.2. Let (s, w) be a non-degenerate seed with potential.
(i) If the quiver Q(s) has a green-to-red sequence, then the stability scattering diagram D s,w is equal to the cluster scattering diagram D s . See corollary 5.5. (ii) If the quiver Q(s) comes from a once-punctured torus (the Markov quiver), then D s,w and D s differ by a central wall-crossing on the separating hyperplane. See example 5.15.
The above theorems have analogues for scattering diagrams that are relevant to the Donaldson-Thomas theory of quivers with potentials [22, 19] . For a seed s, one can associated a scattering diagram D In s (section 5.2) using a particular set of initial data similar to the one in defining the cluster scattering diagram D s . On the other hand, the counterpart of D s,w is the Donaldson-Thomas scattering diagram D DT s,w (section 5.2) which encodes the Donaldson-Thomas invariants for the quiver with potential (Q(s), w) (while D s,w encodes the Joyce invariants). The following conjecture is proposed by Kontsevich-Soibelman in [23, Conjecture 3.3.4] . For the precise statement, see conjecture 5.11. As an application of the proofs of corollary 1.2, we confirm this conjecture for quivers with greento-red sequences and also for the Markov quiver (theorem 5.12 and example 5.15) . Of course, one can formulate the same conjecture for D s,w and D s . Moreover, these two conjectures are both mutation-invariant; see corollary 5.2 for the following proposition. and D In µ − k (s) ). We conclude with the contents of this paper. General definitions and properties of scattering diagrams are given in section 2. Then we review cluster and stability scattering diagrams and their quantizations in section 3. Almost every of the aforementioned results can be extended to the quantum case. Our main technical tool is developed and the main results are proved in section 4. The applications in cluster algebras and Donaldson-Thomas theory are explained in section 5.
2.1.1. Let N ∼ = Z n be an n-dimensional lattice, i.e. a free abelian group of rank n ∈ N. Fix a basis s = {s 1 , . . . , s n } of N . We define N + = N + s to be the subsemigroup (without 0) of N non-negatively generated by s. The monoid N ⊕ s is N + s ∪ {0}. We will denote an N + -graded Lie algebra by g. That is,
as a free module over a commutative algebra over Q (usually a vector space over a field k of characteristic zero) with a Lie bracket such that [g n1 , g n2 ] ⊂ g n1+n2 for any n 1 , n 2 ∈ N + . For a subset S of N + , we will usually denote by g S the direct sum of the homogeneous spaces supported on S, i.e.
Every ideal I of the semigroup N + gives an ideal g I of the Lie algebra g and a quotient Lie algebra
Note that the Lie algebra g <I is still N + -graded and is supported on the set N + \ I. If we have an inclusion of ideals I ⊂ J of N + , then there is an induced N + -graded Lie algebra homomorphism ρ I,J : g <I → g <J .
When the Lie algebra g is nilpotent, there is a corresponding unipotent algebraic group G which is in bijection with g as sets. The product in the group G is given by the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula. The bijection is denoted by exp : g → G. If the Lie algebra g has finite support, i.e. when
is a finite set, then it is nilpotent. We say an ideal I of N + is cofinite if N + \ I is a finite set and denote the set of all cofinite ideals by Cofin(N + ). In this case, the quotient Lie algebra g <I has finite support and thus is nilpotent, giving the corresponding unipotent group G <I . The inclusion of cofinite ideals I ⊂ J induces a quotient map between groups which we also denote by ρ I,J : G <I → G <J . In fact, we can define an order J ≤ I for I ⊂ J. Then the set of cofinite ideals Cofin(N + ) becomes a directed set and the associations I → g <I and I → G <I become inverse systems indexed by Cofin(N + ). Taking the projective limits, we obtain a pro-nilpotent Lie algebra and a corresponding pro-unipotent algebraic group:
The groupĜ is again in bijection with the Lie algebraĝ as sets.
We put M : = Hom(N, Z) ∼ = Z n and M R :
For any m ∈ M R , there is a partition of N + :
This partition of N + induces a decomposition of g :
where g m,• : = g Pm,• is a graded Lie subalgebra for • ∈ {0, +, −}. We denote the corresponding pro-unipotent subgroups byĜ m,• . In the following lemma, we fix some m ∈ M R so m is omitted in the subscript. 
In other words, the map φ :Ĝ + ×Ĝ 0 ×Ĝ − →Ĝ defined by φ(g + , g 0 , g − ) = g + · g 0 · g − is a set bijection.
Proof. We first prove this for any I ∈ Cofin(N + ). Take a filtration of cofinite ideals
fi hi φi where f i and h i are given by natural quotient maps induced by the inclusion I i+1 ⊂ I i . Note that the maps f i and g i are both fibrations of exp(g ni )-torsors and the map φ i+1 is exp(g ni )-equivariant.
Here g ni denotes the quotient Lie algebra g <Ii+1 /g <Ii . Therefore, the bijection of φ i would imply the bijection of φ i+1 . Since φ 0 is a bijection, the map
Now we have similar commutative diagrams for any inclusion I ⊂ J
Then the bijection extends to the projective limits.
The factorization in the above lemma defines projection maps (of sets)
by sending g to g m,• . We will simply write π m for π m,0 .
2.1.2. By a cone in the vector space M R , we mean a subset closed under scaling by R >0 . A cone is convex if it is convex as a subset of M R . A polyhedral cone is a closed convex subset of M R of the form
where n ∈ N R satisfies m(n) ≥ 0 for all m ∈ σ. A face of a cone is again a cone.
(ii) for any σ 1 , σ 2 ∈ S, σ 1 ∩ σ 2 is a face of σ 1 and σ 2 .
Note that we do not require the cones in a cone complex to be strictly convex. For example, a closed half space is allowed. We also do not require the collection to be finite, for which we call a finite cone complex. If the union of all cones |S| equals M R , we say that the cone complex S is complete. The complement of the union of all proper faces of σ in σ is called the relative interior of σ and is denoted by σ • . It is relatively open, i.e. open in the subspace in M R spanned σ. The set of cones σ • for all σ ∈ S is denoted by S • .
A cone complex S is also a poset with the partial order σ 1 ≺ σ 2 if and only if σ 1 is a face of σ 2 . It can also be viewed as a category where the only morphisms are of the form σ 1 ≺ σ 2 . We define
Example 2.3 (Hyperplane arrangements). Let S be a finite subset of N . Consider a partition P of S into three disjoint subsets S = P + ⊔ P 0 ⊔ P − . We define σ P : = {m ∈ M R | m(P + ) > 0, m(P 0 ) = 0 and m(P − ) < 0}. One easily checks the (non-empty) cones σ P for all such partitions of S form a complete cone complex S S in M R . We have σ P1 ≺ σ P2 if and only if P 1 ≺ P 2 , i.e. P 1,+ ⊂ P 2,+ , P 2,0 ⊂ P 1,0 , and P 1,+ ⊂ P 2,+ .
Assume that
We put g σ : = g σ ⊥ ∩S . If σ 1 ≺ σ 2 , we define a map π σ1,σ2 : exp(g σ1 ) → exp(g σ2 ) as follows. Suppose σ i = σ Pi for i = 1, 2. Then we have P 1 ≺ P 2 . Let m be in σ • 2 and it gives (independent of the choice of m) a partition P 1,0 = (P 1,0 ) m,+ ⊔ P 2,0 ⊔ (P 1,0 ) m,− as in (2.2). Note that g σi = g Pi,0 . Then one has the projection π σ1,σ2 : exp(g σ1 ) → exp(g σ2 ) exactly as in lemma 2.1. For example, if σ 1 be the smallest cone in S S with respect to the order ≺, π σ1,σ2 = π m for any m ∈ σ • 2 . The following key lemma will be used later. Lemma 2.4. Let g be an N + -graded Lie algebra with finite support S. The assignment σ → exp(g σ ), (σ 1 ≺ σ 2 ) → π σ1,σ2 defines a functor from S S to Grp the category of groups.
Proof. The only thing we need to check is if σ 0 ≺ σ 1 ≺ σ 2 , then π σ1,σ2 • π σ0,σ1 = π σ0,σ2 .
Without loss of generality, we assume that σ 0 is the origin. Then g σ0 = g and for m i ∈ σ • i , π σ0,σi = π mi for i = 1, 2 (see (2.4) ). Suppose σ i comes from a partition P i as before. We know π σ0,σ1 (g) for g ∈ G = exp(g) is the middle term in the factorization (lemma 2.1) g = π m1,+ (g) · π m1 (g) · π m1,− (g).
By factorizing g 1 = π m1 (g) further with respect to m 2 , we get π σ1,σ2 • π σ0,σ1 (g) = π m2 (g 1 ):
Using previous notations, we have P 1,0 = (P 1,0 ) m2,+ ⊔ P 2,0 ⊔ (P 1,0 ) m2,− and P 2,+ = P 1,+ ⊔ (P 1,0 ) m2,+ , P 2,− = P 1,− ⊔ (P 1,0 ) m2,− . This implies π m1,+ (g) · π m2,+ (g 1 ) ∈ exp(g P2,+ ) = G m2,+ and π m2,− (g 1 ) · π m1,− (g) ∈ exp(g P2,− ) = G m2,− .
Therefore we obtain a factorization g = (π m1,+ (g) · π m2,+ (g 1 )) · π σ1,σ2 • π σ0,σ1 (g) · (π m2,− (g 1 ) · π m1,− (g)).
Such a factorization is unique by lemma 2.1. We conclude that the middle term π σ1,σ2 • π σ0,σ1 (g) equals π m2 (g) = π σ0,σ2 (g).
2.2.
Wall-crossing structures. In this section, we define wall-crossing structures following [23] . Readers can safely skip this section to section 2.3.
2.2.1.
We first assume that S = Supp(g) is finite. Define the following set (the étale space)
with a collection of subsets 
is a set of the same form. Thus the collection of subsets W g,U form a base of topology. For the second statement, at (m, g ′ ) ∈ G ét , we take the subset W g ′ ,U where U is open and contains m. It is clear that the map W g ′ ,U → U is a homeomorphism.
Definition 2.6. The sheaf of wall-crossing structures WCS g of the Lie algebra g is defined to be the sheaf of sections of the local homeomorphism G ét → M R in the above lemma.
For any g ∈ G, there is a section
The image of s g is W g,M R and s g is clearly a global section of the sheaf WCS g . By the construction of the étale space G ét , the stalk (WCS g ) m is canonically identified with G m,0 . The germ of the section s g at m is just given by π m (g) ∈ G m,0 .
Consider the map s : G → Γ(WCS g , M R ) sending g to the global section s g . The following lemma follows from corollary 2.1.3 and lemma 2.1.7 in [23] .
Lemma 2.7. The map s : G → Γ(WCS g , M R ), g → s g is a bijection. Thus the set of global sections of WCS g is in bijection with the group G.
Now we remove the finiteness restriction of the set Supp(g).
There is a directed inverse system of sheaves WCS g <I indexed by the directed set Cofin(N + )
induced by natural quotient maps of Lie algebras.
Definition 2.8. In general, the sheaf of wall-crossing structures of the Lie algebra g is defined to be the projective limit of the above mentioned inverse system (2.6) in the category of sheaves of sets on M R :
It is standard that the space of sections of the projective limit of sheaves is in bijection with the projective limit of spaces of sections. So we have the identification of the space of global sections with the pro-unipotent groupĜ:
Given a global section g ∈Ĝ, we define the following map:
which records the germs of the global section g at every stalk. Definition 2.9 (g-WCS cf. [23] ). A global section of the sheaf WCS g is called a g-wall-crossing structure (g-WCS in short). Thus the equality (2.7) shows Γ(WCS g , M R ), the set of all g-WCS', is in bijection with the pro-unipotent groupĜ.
2.3. Consistent scattering diagrams. In this section we give the definition of a consistent gscattering diagram (consistent g-SD in short). The relation with g-WCS will be explained in proposition 2.15.
2.3.1. As usual we first assume S = Supp(g) to be finite.
For each cone σ = σ P in S S of codimension at least one, there is a maximal cell σ + relative to σ. It is the relative interior of the cone σ P ′ given by the partition P ′ such that
Similarly there is the negative maximal cell σ − . For example, if σ is a wall (i.e. codim σ = 1), then σ + and σ − are the two maximal cells on the two sides of σ. Definition 2.11. A S S -path is a smooth curve γ : [0, 1] → M R such that if for some t ∈ [0, 1], γ(t) ∈ σ • for some cone σ of codimension at least one in S S , then there exists a neighborhood (t − ǫ, t + ǫ) of t such that γ((t − ǫ, t)) ⊂ σ − and γ((t, t + ǫ)) ⊂ σ + . We call t a negative crossing and denoted by t − if ǫ > 0 and a positive crossing t + if ǫ < 0 respectively.
Let D be a g-SD and γ be a S S -path γ with finitely many crossings
Record the cones at these crossings by σ i the corresponding wall-crossings or face-crossings by
Definition 2.12. The path-ordered product for a S S -path γ in D is defined as
Definition 2.13 (Consistent g-SD). A g-SD D is said to be a consistent g-SD if the path-ordered product p γ (D) for any S S -path γ only depends on the end points γ(0) and γ(1).
There is a maximal cell C + (resp. C − ) in S S which is the intersection of all positive (resp. negative) open half spaces in the hyperplane arrangement in example 2.3. Given D a consistent g-SD, we define p +,− (D) : = p γ (D) for any S S -path γ with γ(0) ∈ C + and γ(1) ∈ C − . It does not depend on γ since D is consistent. This defines a map p +,− from g-SD the set of all consistent g-SD's to G = exp(g) by sending D to p +,− (D). The following theorem asserts that p +,− is a bijection. Theorem 2.14 (cf. [23] ). The map p +,− : g-SD → G, D → p +,− (D) is a bijection of sets.
Proof. Let g ∈ G. We construct a g-SD D g as follows. Recall the function in (2.8)
Consider a g-SD D g = (S S , φ Dg ) with φ Dg (σ) = φ g (m) for any σ ∈ S S and m ∈ σ • . We show it is consistent. In fact, a wall-crossing, or more generally face-crossing has the following description. Let m + ∈ σ + and m − ∈ σ − . By the definitions of σ ± and the uniqueness in lemma 2.1, we have π m + ,+ (g) = π m,+ (g) · π m (g), π m + (g) = 1, and π m + ,− (g) = π m,− (g); π m − ,+ (g) = π m,+ (g), π m − (g) = 1, and π m − ,− (g) = π m (g) · π m,− (g).
This gives
. By induction on the number of crossings, we have (2.9) p γ = π −1 γ(1),+ (g) · π γ(0),+ (g) for any S S -path γ, which only depends on the end points, proving the consistency. Note that by construction p +,− (D g ) = φ g (0) = g. This shows the map p +,− is surjective.
We show next the map p +,− is also injective. Let D ∈ g-SD, i.e. a consistent g-SD. Let σ ∈ S S and we choose m σ ∈ σ • and λ ∈ C + . Consider the path γ : (−∞, +∞) → M R given by γ(t) = m σ − λt. Whenever γ meets some cone τ • ∈ S • S , it always goes from τ + to τ − . Thus after rescaling, we get a S S -path γ going from C + to C − with positive crossings at σ 1 , · · · , σ k in order where σ = σ l for some l. The path-ordered product is then
If n ∈ P mi,0 , i.e. m i , n = 0, then m σ + t i · m + , n = 0 which implies m σ , n < 0, i.e. n ∈ P mσ ,− . Thus we have P mi,0 ⊂ P mσ,− and φ D (σ i ) ∈ G mσ ,− . Similarly if j > l, we have P mj ,0 ⊂ P mσ,+ and φ D (σ j ) ∈ G mσ ,+ . Thus we have,
as a factorization with respect to m in lemma 2.1. This in particular shows φ D (σ) = π mσ (p +,− (D)) and therefore the consistent g-SD is completely determined by p +,− (D) ∈ G, i.e. the map p +,− is injective.
We clarify in the next proposition the relation between the notion of a g-WCS and that of a consistent g-SD when Supp(g) is finite. It is an immediate consequence of the proof theorem 2.14.
By lemma 2.7, there is also a g-WCS s g and it is determined by the function φ g :
for any m ∈ σ • .
According to the above proposition, we will simply denote the g-SD p −1
for g ∈ G. The function φ g then has domain M R rather than S S . However by φ g (σ), we always mean φ Dg (σ) without any ambiguity.
2.3.2.
A consistent g-SD D is determined by its wall-crossings among all the crossings. Let σ ∈ S S and suppose codim σ > 1. One can always find a S S -path γ from σ + to σ − with only wall-crossings. Thus the face-crossing φ D (σ) is equal to a product of wall-crossings because of consistency.
Deonte the subset of all cones of codimension one in S S by W S . The following is yet another equivalent definition to definition 2.13.
(ii) any path-ordered product only depends on end points. Here we only allow S S -paths with wall-crossings (instead of face-crossings).
2.3.3. Now we remove the finiteness restriction of S = Supp(g) to define consistent g-SDs in general. For I ∈ Cofin(N + ), the quotient Lie algebra g <I is supported on S <I = S \ I. Recall that we have a group homomorphism ρ <I :Ĝ → G <I .
for any I. This shows φ D (m) = π m (g) for any m ∈ M R . Such a function φ D : M R →Ĝ, m → π m (g) obviously defines a consistent g-SD of definition 2.17 for arbitrary g ∈Ĝ. The wanted bijection then follows.
2.4. Minimal support. When the Lie algebra g has finite support S, usually the cone complex S S induced by the arrangement of hyperplanes is too fine to describe the scattering diagram D g = (S S , φ g ). For example, a path-connected component of φ −1 g (h) for some h ∈ G may be a union of cones in S • S . The following theorem is our main result in this section, which gives a minimal choice of the underlying cone complex. Theorem 2.19. For any g ∈ G, the associated map φ g : M R → G satisfies the following properties.
(i) For any h ∈ G, the preimage
is the relative interior of a rational polyhedral cone. (iii) These cones form a finite complete cone complex S g of M R . Remark 2.20. In the literature, for example in [23, 3, 16] , the codimension one skeleton of S g is corresponding to the minimal or essential support and codimension one cones are usually referred to as walls.
2.4.1. We need some preparations before the proof to theorem 2.19. Assume that S = Supp(g) is finite.
We define Supp(g) to be the minimal subset of Supp(g) such that g Supp(g) is a Lie subalgebra of g that contains log(g). We say n ∈ Supp(g) is extreme if it is not a positive linear combination of other elements in Supp(g). Denote the subset of all extreme elements by E(g).
We know from proposition 2.15 that the function φ g is constant on any σ
The map π m,m ′ depends on the partition
Note that by assumption we have
. This finishes the proof.
) is extreme. Then for any cone ρ in S S that is contained in e ⊥ and contains σ, we have the component log(φ g (ρ)) e = 0, i.e. e ∈ Supp(φ g (ρ)).
Proof. Let h = φ g (σ). By lemma 2.4, we have φ g (ρ) = π σ,ρ (h) and
Proof of theorem 2. 19 .
. We know that the closure V is a union of cones in S S . The convexity of V can be proved locally. In fact, it suffices to prove that for any σ ∈ S S in the boundary V \ V , there exists some e ∈ N such that any connected component τ of |Star(σ)| ∩ V is contained in one of the two open halves of Supp(h) ⊥ separated by the hyperplane e ⊥ which passes through σ. We prove this by finding some e such that for any ρ ⊂ Supp(h) ⊥ ∩ e ⊥ that contains σ, φ g (ρ) = h, which implies τ cannot cross the hyperplane e ⊥ . In fact, since σ ∩ V = ∅, φ g (σ) = φ g (τ ) = h. We just take some extreme element e in (S σ,0 \ S τ,0 ) ∩ E(φ g (σ)). It is clear that e ⊥ ∩ Supp(h) ⊥ is a hyperplane in Supp(h) ⊥ and we have e ∈ Supp(φ g (ρ)) by lemma 2.23. Therefore φ g (ρ) = h since e / ∈ Supp(h). This proves part (ii).
Let δ be a face of V . It is a union of cones in S S . The map φ g is constant on the relative interior of δ, otherwise V would be split into two components. Suppose that φ g remains constant on some face σ ′ of σ. By lemma 2.22, it remains constant on |Star(σ ′ )| ∩ σ R . This means φ g also extends constantly from V to some face of V that contains σ ′ , which contradicts with the assumption of V being a connected component of φ −1 g (h). Therefore we conclude that the interior of any face of V is also a connected component of some preimage of φ g . This proves part (iii) that the set of all cones of the form V form a complete finite cone complex in M R .
2.4.2. Now we remove the finiteness restriction of Supp(g). Fix g ∈Ĝ and consider the corresponding consistent g-SD D g and the function φ g : M R →Ĝ. Proof. For each I ∈ Cofin(N + ), the projection g <I of g in G <I determines a consistent g <I -SD. The induced cone complex S g <I is a refinement of S g <J if I ⊂ J. Thus we have a directed inverse system of complete finite cone complexes S g <I with indexed by Cofin(N + ). This gives a decomposition of M R in the limit into convex cones as follows. Let C be a path-connected component of φ −1 g (h) and m ∈ C. We define
where σ <I m is the unique cone in S g <I whose relative interior contains m. Thus σ • m is still a convex cone (but may no longer be the interior of a rational polyhedral cone) and in particular is path-
The collection of cones in proposition 2.24 is now denoted by
It is a decomposition of the space M R into convex cones. Define σ m : = σ • m . We also the following set of closed cones
Note that in the case of finite support, these two collection of cones coincide with our cone complex S g in theorem 2.19 and the induced cone decomposition by taking the relative interiors. Here we emphasize that S g (and thus S • g ) also has a poset structure as the projective limit of directed inverse system of posets S g <I , i.e.
However the cones σ m may no longer be rational polyhedral. One should view S g not only as a set of cones but also recording the cone σ • m for every σ m . Note that since σ m may no longer be rational polyhedral, it has no relative interior in general. Therefore in the support-infinite case, S g is more sophisticated than a finite complete cone complex. But we will still call S g a cone complex sometimes. Proposition 2.25. Let g ∈Ĝ. Suppose σ ∈ S g is a rational polyhedral cone and it appears in S g <I for some I. Then all the faces of σ are elements of S g .
Proof. By theorem 2.19, S g <I is a cone complex so the faces of σ are cones in S g <I . Since σ is in S g , σ belongs to S g <J for any J ⊂ I and so do its faces. Therefore the faces are also elements in the projective limit S g . Remark 2.26 (Consistent g-SD updated). Let g be an N + -graded Lie algebra and g be an element in the corresponding pro-unipotent groupĜ. The consistent g-SD corresponding to the group element g ∈Ĝ now refers to the data D g = (S g , φ g ) consisting of the collection of cones S g (2.11) and the function φ g :
We set up some conventions that will be useful later. Let f : g 1 → g 2 be a homomorphism of N + -graded Lie algebras. It induces a group homomorphism F :Ĝ 1 →Ĝ 2 and consequently a map
2.5. Consistency revisited. In this section, we explain the consistency in terms of path-ordered products using S g .
2.5.1. First we assume S = Supp(g) is finite. Then theorem 2.19 applies. In particular, the cone complex S g is a coarsening of S S . For each τ in S g of codimension at least one, there is a relatively positive maximal cell τ + in S g incident to τ as described in section 2.3. Similarly there is a relatively negative maximal cell τ − . Then we define S g -paths and path-ordered products with respect to S g exactly the same way as for S S in section 2.3. Then the following proposition follows directly from in theorem 2.14 the consistency of D g (in terms of S S in definition 2.13).
Proposition 2.27. Let γ be a S g -path. Then we have
. In particular, it only depends on the end points γ(0) and γ(1).
Now
we do not assume that Supp(g) is finite. One wishes to define path-ordered products even though the collection S g may be infinite.
Lemma 2.29. Let D g = (S g , φ g ) be the consistent g-SD corresponding to g ∈Ĝ and γ be a S g -path. Then for any I ⊂ J, we have
Proof. By definition, γ is also a D g <I -path for any I ∈ Cofin(N + ). By proposition 2.27, it amounts to show that
This follows from the fact that π m,+ commutes with ρ I,J .
The above lemma allows us to propose the following definition of the path-ordered product for a S g -path γ in general.
Definition 2.30. The path-ordered product p γ (D g ) of γ is defined to be the projective limit inĜ of the path-ordered products p γ (D g <I ) for I ∈ Cofin(N + ), i.e.
The consistency of p γ (D g ) follows directly from the definition. The following is the supportinfinite version of proposition 2.27. Proposition 2.31. For any D g -path γ, we have p γ (D g ) = π −1 γ(1),+ (g) · π γ(0),+ (g). In particular, it only depends on the end points γ(0) and γ(1).
Review of cluster and stability scattering diagrams
In this section, we first review the cluster scattering diagrams defined in [16] and their quantum analogs. Then we review the Hall algebra scattering diagrams and the stability scattering diagrams defined in [3] .
3.1. Initial data. As in section 2.1, we have N a lattice of rank n, but now equipped with a Z-valued skew-symmetric form
This feature ensures that the so-called initial data is able to determine a g-scattering diagram (see [23, section 3] ). We briefly review this important point of view here. Recall that a consistent g-SD is determined by an element inĜ. We introduce another way to parametrize elements inĜ as in [23, section 3] and also in [16, section 1.2] . Define a linear map p * : N → M by n → {n, ·} ∈ M . Note that we do not require that the map p * to be an isomorphism. Let n be a primitive element in N + . Consider the decomposition of g with respect to p * (n) as in lemma 2.1
which gives a factorization of the corresponding pro-nilpotent groupĜ =Ĝ p * (n),+ ·Ĝ p * (n),0 · G p * (n),− . The Lie subalgebra g p * (n),0 further decomposes into
where g || n : = g Z + n . Note that the Lie subalgebra g || n is central in g p * (n),0 and g ⊥ p * (n),0 is an ideal of g p * (n),0 . This gives a group homomorphism r n :Ĝ p * (n),0 →Ĝ || n . Given an element g ∈Ĝ, for each primitive n ∈ N + , we define ψ n (g) : = r n (g p * (n),0 ) ∈Ĝ || n . This defines a map (of sets) This proposition provides another way (other than the bijectionĜ = d∈N + g d in 2.1) to express an element g inĜ by its components in each g d under ψ. This expression of g is called the initial data of the corresponding consistent g-SD. The fact that a consistent g-SD is determined by its initial data is sometimes known as "a consistent scattering diagram is determined by its incoming walls", e.g. see [16] .
3.2.
Cluster scattering diagrams and quantization.
3.2.1.
Consider the N -graded Poisson algebra (usually called the torus Lie algebra) defined as follows:
T
Let s be a basis of N . The subsemigroup N + s is defined as in section 2.1. Define the Lie algebra g s : = T N + s ⊂ T. It is clearly N + s -graded and skewsymmetric in the sense of definition 3.1. Now take g to be g s .
We define the following element inĜ under the identification ψ in (3.2)
and g n = id for any other primitive n. 
There is an N -graded Poisson algebra homomorphism from R[N ] to T by evaluating coefficients in R at q 1 2 = 1 (getting another Poisson algebra structure on T at q 1 2 = −1). Consider the normalized basis of T q given bŷ
in T q generated by this basis. One can check this R-submodule is a skewsymmetric N -graded Lie algebra under the commutator bracket of T q . In fact, the R-linear map
is a Lie algebra homomorphism. To summarize we have the following commutative diagram (of Lie algebras).
Now let R be the algebra
The later is an N + s -graded Lie algebra with commutator bracket. We then have a group homomorphism E : exp(ĝ q s ) → exp(ĝ s ) induced by the Lie algebra homomorphism (evaluation at q 1/2 = 1)
. Similarly, we define g q s to be the element inĜ such that under the identification ψ in (3.2), it has components id ∈Ĝ || n for any primitive n not in s and g q i ∈Ĝ || si for each s i . We also have
i.e. the consistent g q s -SD corresponding to the element g q s ∈Ĝ (remark 2.26). Clearly we have D g q s is a quantization of D gs , i.e. D gs = E(D g q s ) in the language of section 2.4.3.
Remark 3.5. It is convenient to realize g q i and g q s as elements in
where the completion is with respect to the grading. In fact, we have an embedding
One can show (using qbinomial theorem) that
where the later is called the quantum dilogarithm series E(q 1/2 , x si ) and [GL k ] q counts the number of points of GL k in F q .
3.3.
Hall algebra and stability scattering diagrams. In this section, we introduce the Hall algebra scattering diagram and the (quantum) stability scattering diagram for a quiver (seed) with potential following [3] . s ; see also [3, 5.4 ].
There exists a ring homomorphism
which takes a smooth projective complex variety X to its Poincaré polynomial
We define the following Q(q It is in the group exp(ĝ Hall s,w ). The following theorem is an incarnation of the existence and uniqueness of the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of objects in J-mod with respect to a stability condition. Remark 3.8. In [3] , the above theorem is proven for a generic m on any wall. It can be extended to any m ∈ M R in our definition of φ Hall s,w without any additional effort.
3.3.3.
We now review the so called integration map. It is the bridge connecting the Hall algebra scattering diagram and the stability scattering diagram to be defined later. Define g reg s,w to be the Q reg (q 1 2 )-submodule of g Hall s,w generated by the elements of the form
where X is an algebraic variety. Define H reg (s, w) to be the Q reg (q 1 2 )-submodule of H(s, w) generated by the elements of the form [X → M] where X is an algebraic variety. Then there is a Q reg (q
Theorem 3.9 ([19], [3] , [25, theorem 7.4] ). We have the following properties regarding g reg s,w and H reg (s, w). We thus also have a homomorphism of N + s -graded Lie algebras (3.11)
3.3.4.
There is also a quantized version of the integration map I when the potential w is polynomial, i.e. w is in CQ but not a formal sum in CQ. Let Q((q 1 2 )) be the field of formal Laurent series of the variable q 1/2 . Recall that we can define a twisted product * on Q((q It induces a Poisson Q reg (q 1 2 )-algebra homomorphism of subalgebras
, * whose semi-classical limit at q 1/2 = 1 is exactly I in theorem 3.9, i.e.
It follows that there exists an induced Lie algebra homomorphism I q : g reg s,w → g q s , which can be viewed as a quantization of I, i.e.
To summarize, we have the following commutative diagram in the case that both theorem 3.9 and theorem 3.10 apply. Note that all the maps in the diagram extend to the completions.
The following absence of poles theorem is due to Joyce; see also section 3.2 and definition 7.15 in [19] . σ * σ + · · · + (−1) n−1 n σ * · · · * σ + · · · belongs to the Lie subalgebraĝ reg s,w ⊂ĝ Hall s,w . In the last section D Hall s,w is defined as a g Hall s,w -SD. The above theorem in particular shows that D Hall s,w is also a g reg s,w -SD. Recall that we have two N + s -graded Lie algebra homomorphisms I q : g reg s,w → g q s and I : g reg s,w → g s . By abuse of notation, we will denote the maps of corresponding pro-unipotent groups still by I q and I. Recall the conventions in section 2.4.3. (s,w) ). If the potential w is polynomial, then we define the quantum stability scattering diagram of (s, w) to be D q s,w = (S q s,w , φ q s,w ) : = I q (D Hall s,w ), i.e. the consistent g q s -SD corresponding to I q (1 M(s,w) ). Remark 3.13. The stability scattering diagram D s,w is defined by Bridgeland in [3, section 11] for a polynomial potential w. However the definition can be easily extended to any potential using the integration map in theorem 3.9. The quantum integration map I q though, is only defined and proven to be an algebra homomorphism when the potential w is polynomial. Therefore whenever we talk about the quantum stability scattering diagram D q s,w , we always assume (s, w) to be a seed with polynomial potential. 
where the map is an isomorphism. This element is in 1 +Ĥ(s, w) >0 . By Joyce's absence of poles theorem 3.11, we have I q (1 ss (m)) ∈ exp(ĝ reg s,w ).
One can show that ([22, section 6.4])
and thus I q (1 ss (m)) = E(q 1/2 , x si ). In terms of Lie algebra elements, we also have I q (log(1 ss (m))) = −Li q 2 (−x si ) and I(log(1 ss (m))) = −Li 2 (−x si ).
Mutations
In this section, we first define two operations µ + k and µ − k on seeds with potentials (SPs for short) which are lifts of the mutations of quivers with potentials (QPs for short) in [12] . We then define functors relating the module category associated to an SP with the ones associated to the mutations of this SP. In the end, the relations between the Hall algebra scattering diagrams D Hall s,w and D Hall µ ± k (s,w) (as well as the stability scattering diagrams) are studied with the help of these functors.
Mutations of seeds with potentials.
4.1.1. We first review mutations of quivers. Let Q be a 2-acyclic quiver with the set of vertices Q 0 and the set of arrows Q 1 . For an arrow α ∈ Q 1 , denote its source by s(α) and target by t(α). For a vertex k ∈ Q 0 , we define the quiverμ k (Q) obtained from Q as follows: Now we perform the last step to get a 2-acyclic quiver µ k (Q) fromμ k (Q).
Delete a maximal collection of disjoint 2-cycles inμ k (Q).
It is easy to see the mutation µ k is an involution, i.e. µ 2 k (Q) ∼ = Q.
4.1.2.
Before defining mutations of SPs, we review the mutations of QPs introduced in [12] . Let (Q, w) and (Q ′ , w ′ ) be two QPs with the same vertex set Q 0 . We say that they are right-equivalent (see [12, definition 4.2] ) if there is an isomorphism ϕ : CQ → CQ ′ preserving Q 0 and taking w to a potential ϕ(w) cyclic equivalent to w ′ . The isomorphism ϕ also induces an isomorphism of the completed Jacobian algebras J(Q, w) ∼ = J(Q ′ , w ′ ). Note that here we do not assume 2-acyclicity of the quivers. A potential is called reduced if it contains no cycles of lengths less than 3; it is called trivial if the corresponding Jacobian algebra is trivial. For two QPs (Q 1 , w 1 ) and (Q 2 , w 2 ) with the identified set of vertices, their direct sum is the QP
where Q 1 ⊕ Q 2 is the quiver on the same set of vertices but taking disjoint union of arrows of Q 1 and Q 2 . 
where each direct summand is determined up to right-equivalence by the right equivalent class of (Q, w). The Jacobian algebra of (Q, w) is then isomorphic to the Jacobian algebra of the reduced part (Q red , w red ) via the embedding of (Q red , w red ) in (Q triv , w triv ) ⊕ (Q red , w red ). Now let Q be a 2-acyclic quiver and w be a potential such that no term in its expansion starts at k (if not, replace w with a cyclic equivalent one). We construct a potential for the quiverμ k (Q) as follows. For each pair of incoming α and outgoing β at vertex k, replace any occurrences of βα in w with βα. We thus get a potential w in Cμ k (Q). Definẽ
where the sum is taken over all pairs of incoming α and outgoing β at k. We thus have a QP (μ k (Q),μ k (w)).
Definition 4.2. The mutation µ k (Q, w) of a 2-cyclic QP (Q, w) is defined to be the reduced part of (μ k (Q),μ k (w)) given by theorem 4.1:
We say that a 2-acyclic QP (Q, w) is mutable at vertex k (or k-mutable) if the quiverμ k (Q) red is equal to µ k (Q) from section 4.1.1. Therefore we have the justified notation (µ k (Q), µ k (w)) of µ k (Q, w) for k-mutable QPs.
The following proposition is an easy corollary of theorem 4.5 in [12] . 
Note that µ + k and µ − k are inverses to each other. That is (4.1)
id. An easy calculation shows B(µ + k (s)) = B(µ − k (s)), i.e. two types of mutations of a seed give the same quiver: . For a k-mutable seed with potential (s, w), we define the following two mutations at vertex k: 
4.2.
Generalized reflection functors. [12] , for a k-mutable (Q, w), we define two functors F + k , F − k : J(Q, w)-mod → J(µ k (Q, w))-mod. between module categories, generalizing the reflection functors of [1] .
Inspired by the mutations of decorated representations in
Recall that there is an intermediate QPμ k (Q, w) (section 4.1.1) in the construction of µ k (Q, w). There is an equivalence between module categories of the algebras J(μ k (Q, w)) and J(µ k (Q, w) ) induced by the isomorphism of algebras in theorem 4.1. The functors F ± k will be defined to be the following functorsF ± k : J(Q, w)-mod → J(μ k (Q, w) )-mod post-composed by this equivalence. The functorsF ± k are constructed as follows. Let (Q, w) be a k-mutable QP and M be an object in J(Q, w)-mod regarded as a nilpotent representation of the quiver Q annihilated by ∂w ([12, definition 10.1]). We denote by Q 0 the set of vertices of Q and by Q 1 the set of arrows. We have two maps s, t : Q 1 → Q 0 which send an arrow to its source and target respectively. We have the following diagram of vector spaces:
We For eachᾱ : k → i, let M ′ α be the composition (Q, w) )-mod such thatF + k (M ) = M ′ . Proof. By construction, M ′ is a finite dimensional representation of Q ′ . It is also nilpotent since M is nilpotent. One needs to show that M ′ is annihilated by ∂ γ w ′ for any arrow γ of Q ′ . This is essentially checked in [12, proposition 10.7] although the mutation of decorated representations there is slightly different from ours at the vector space M ′ k . To see howF + k acts on the space of morphisms, suppose that f : M → V is a morphism in J(Q, w)-mod and we construct a morphism F + k (f ) :F + k (M ) →F + k (V ) by giving maps between vector spaces associated to vertices of Q ′ . We keep the maps f i : M i → V i unchanged if i = k and construct a map from M ′ k to V ′ k by taking the naturally induced map between cokernels. Then by construction these maps intertwine with actions of arrows in Q ′ and thus form a morphismF + k (f ) of representations. Other requirements of an additive functor should be easy to check. Proof. The proof is analogous to proposition 4.6. Similarly, this defines a functor since the map between kernels is naturally induced. Now we have two functorsF ± k : J(Q, w)-mod → J(μ k (Q, w))-mod. To extend the target of these functors to J(µ k (Q, w) )-mod, one uses the following equivalence R : J(μ k (Q, w))-mod → J(µ k (Q, w))-mod described in theorem 4.1. Generalized reflection functors) . For a k-mutable QP (Q, w), we define two functors between module categories:
These are what we called the generalized reflection functors or mutations of representations.
4.2.2.
In what follows, we work with SPs instead of QPs. Note that two mutations µ ± k of SPs give the same QP: µ k (Q(s), w) ∼ = (Q(µ ± k (s)), µ k (w)). We assign one mutation of representations to one mutation of SPs of the corresponding sign. That is we define (s, w) )-mod. The advantage of working with SPs instead of QPs, which we shall explain below, is that it is easier to see how dimension vectors of certain representations get reflected under mutations. For any SP (s, w), the Grothendieck group K 0 (J(s, w)-mod) is naturally identified with the lattice N via
This observation can be generalized. There are actually subcategories whose objects' dimension vectors in N are invariant under mutations. Denote J(s, w)-mod and J(s ′ , w ′ )-mod by A, A ′ respectively. We define the following full subcategories of A (and of A ′ accordingly) Proof. For the first part in (i), it suffices to proveF + k is right exact andF − k is left exact. Suppose we have an exact sequence
in A. This implies we have an exact sequence of complexes of vector spaces concentrated on degree 1 and 0 which induces an exact sequence on H 0 's (the first row of the following diagram).
This showsF + k is right exact and so is F + k . The left exactness of F − k is proven similarly. For adjointness, let V be in A and W be in A ′ . We need to show there is a natural isomorphism between
Hom A (V, F − k (W )) is given by the space of linear maps {f i :
intertwining with the action of J(s, w). However, since in representation F − k (W ), the map F − k (W ) k → W in is injective, f k is uniquely determined by f : V out → W in to let the following diagram commute
The existence of f k is then given by the condition that the following composition
It is proved in [12, corollary 6.6 ] that the subalgebras are isomorphic i,j =k e i J(s, w)e j ∼ = i,j =k e i J(µ + k (s, w))e j and by the construction of F ± k on representations, the actions of these subalgebras on i =k V i and i =k F + k (V ) i are also identified via the isomorphism. The same is true for W and F − k (W ). It then follows that Hom A ′ (F + k (V ), W ) is given by the exact same space as Hom A (V, F − k (W )). This proves the adjointness of F + k and F − k . (ii) and (iii) follow directly from the construction of F ± k . By the adjointness and (iii), to prove the first part of (iv), we only need to show
Already in the argument of proving the adjointness, we know the action of the subalgebra i,j =k e i J(s, w)e j does not change on F − k (F + k (V )). Then one can easily check the actions of arrows adjacent to vertex k also do not change. To prove that the exactness is preserved, we use the same diagram as in the proof of (i). Suppose now we have a short exact sequence of objects in A k,+ 0 → U → V → W → 0. Note that the exact sequence of complexes induces a long exact sequence also involving H 1 's:
However ker β ′′ k vanishes by our assumption W ∈ A k,+ . Then the exactness follows. The proof for F − k is similar.
(v) is a direct computation as in (4.4) . Proof. The only if part follows from definition. We prove the if part. Let V be a J-module in A k,− . Then every submodule W of V has a unique maximal submodule W ′ without any quotient isomorphic to S k , i.e. W ′ ∈ A k,− . Since m(s k ) < 0, we have m(W ′ ) ≥ m(W ). Therefore in order to check the semistability of V , it suffices to examine all its subobjects in A k,− .
We also have the following analogous lemma for A k,+ . The proof is similar. By remark 4.10, one can rephrase above two lemmas in terms of short exact sequences in A k,+ and A k,− as follows. 
Recall that we put (s ′′ , w ′′ ) = µ − k (s, w) and denote J(s ′′ , w ′′ ) by A ′′ . The following is the key proposition that connects semistable representations in A with the ones in A ′ and A ′′ . Denote the subcategory of m-semistable modules in A by A(m). Summarizing the results in this section and by (iv) of theorem 4.9, we have the following proposition. The above discussion can be extended to the quantum stability scattering diagrams D q s,w and D q s ′ ,w ′ (assuming polynomial potentials). They have the associated functions φ q s,w :
. This is a common Lie subalgebra of g q s and g q s ′ . Thanks to the existence of the quantum integration map (theorem 3.10), immediately we have the following: 4.5. The cluster chamber structure. In this section, we build the chamber structure for scattering diagrams associated to a non-degenerate SP. . . , n} be a sequence of indices. We say a QP (Q, w) to be k-mutable if for any 1 ≤ l ′ ≤ l, the QP µ k l ′ . . . µ k1 (Q, w) is k l ′ -mutable. We say (Q, w) to be non-degenerate if it is k-mutable for any sequence k. An SP is said to be k-mutable or non-degenerate if the associated QP is.
Let (s, w) be a non-degenerate SP. By lemma 4.23, the cone C + One can continue on performing mutations to expand this cone complex as follows. Suppose there is a sequence of vertices k = {k 1 , . . . , k l } where k i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. For each k i , we choose a mutation µ ǫi ki of SP where ǫ i ∈ {+, −}, i.e. we choose a sequence of signs ǫ = {ǫ 1 , . . . , ǫ l }.
Since our SP (s, w) is non-degenerate, mutation at each vertex in the sequence is well-defined. Then there is a generated sequence of SPs: 
By induction on the length of k, this cone is independent of the sequence of signs ǫ, which justifies the notation C + s,k . In addition, all the faces of C + µ k (s) belong to S • s,w by proposition 2.25.
We define an infinite oriented rooted tree T as in [16, Appendix A] . For each vertex in T, there are n outgoing edges labeled by {1, . . . , n}. We assign the initial SP (s, w) to the root and thus denote the tree by T s . Given a vertex v ∈ T s , take the unique oriented path from the root to v. This gives a sequence k(v) and by the above discussion there is a well-defined cone
We can similarly define the negative version C − v by pulling back C − µ k,ǫ (s) using the same piecewise linear transformation (T ǫ k ) −1 . 
The same is true for the similarly defined ∆ − s,w .
Proof. This is simply a consequence of above constructions of ∆ ± s,w and theorem 4.22. Each C + v is a top-dimensional simplicial cone. If two vertices v and u are adjacent in the tree T s , the cones C + v and C + u intersect at their common facet. Thus we obtain a simplicial cone complex. The wall-crossings at facets are governed by theorem 4.22: it is always of the form E(q 1/2 , x n0 ) in the quantum version or −Li 2 (−x n0 ) in the semi-classical limit where n 0 is the primitive normal vector in N + s .
Remark 4.26. We see implicitly from the above theorem that for any codimension one cone in ∆ ± s,w , it always has a normal vector in the positive cone N + s . The cone complexes ∆ ± s,w are also independent of the choice of a non-degenerate potential w. Any non-degenerate potential for s will lead to the same simplicial cone complex.
Applications
In this section, we explain some applications of the results from previous sections in cluster theory and Donaldson-Thomas theory.
5.1.
In cluster theory. The cluster scattering diagram D s (see definition 3.3) is used in [16] to study the cluster algebra A(s) associated to the quiver Q(s). For the definition and related notions of cluster algebras, we refer the readers to [15] and [16] . 5.1.1. Similar to the stability scattering diagrams (theorem 4.22), cluster scattering diagrams also have the following description of mutations. 
Let m be a generic point on the hyperplane s ⊥ k . Then we have φ µ − k (s) (m) = exp(−Li 2 (−x −s k )) and φ s (m) = exp(−Li 2 (−x s k )). The following is a direct corollary of theorem 4.22 and theorem 5.1. [16, 1.30] ). Then ∆ + s is exactly the same as ∆ + s,w for any non-degenerate (s, w). In particular, as already mentioned in remark 4.26, the cone complex ∆ + s,w does not depend on the choice of a nondegenerate w, so we denote it simply by ∆ + s and we call it the (positive) cluster complex (similarly for the negative cluster complex ∆ − s ). To summarize, we have the following theorem as a corollary of theorem 4.22 and theorem 5.1.
Theorem 5.3. Let (s, w) be a non-degenerate SP. Then the associated cluster scattering diagram D s and the stability scattering diagram D s,w have the same wall-crossings in the positive and negative cluster complex ∆ ± s . More precisely, the cone complexes ∆ ± s are sub posets simultaneously of S s and of S s,w . The associated functions φ s and φ s,w have the same value on any codimension one cone of ∆ ± s . Definition 5.4. We say that the quiver Q(s) has a green-to-red sequence (see also equivalent definitions in [24] and [21] ) if (the closure of) the negative cluster chamber C − s belongs to ∆ + s . It is clear that this is a property independent of the seed but only of the quiver.
Corollary 5.5. Let (s, w) be a non-degenerate SP. If Q(s) has a green-to-red sequence, then the scattering diagrams D s and D s,w are equal, i.e. the cluster scattering diagram of s and the stability scattering diagram of (s, w) are exactly the same.
Proof. The existence of a green-to-red sequence gives a path on T s from the root to a vertex v such that C + v = C − s . This path on T s gives a path in M R from C + s to C − s only crossing codimension one cones in ∆ + s . These wall-crossings are the same for φ s and φ s,w by theorem 5.3. Therefore, φ s (0) and φ s,w (0) as path-ordered products of wall-crossings are equal. That is, they correspond to the same element in exp(ĝ s ) thus defining the same consistent g s -scattering diagram.
Remark 5.6. Bridgeland proves in [3] that D s = D s,0 when Q(s) is acyclic (thus only w = 0 is possible) with the assumption that the map p * in section 3.1 is non-degenerate. The non-degeneracy is not important here since it is not required in the definition of cluster scattering diagrams in definition 3.3 whereas it is required in [16] (if not, add principle coefficients). Acyclic quivers are known to have green-to-red sequences. So corollary 5.5 is a generalization of Bridgeland's result to the class of quivers with green-to-red sequences.
Remark 5.7. In [16] , a distinguished set of elements of the cluster algebra A(s) indexed by the lattice points in the cluster complex ∆ + s are constructed using the cluster scattering diagram D s . They are proven to correspond to the cluster monomials of A(s). Since the scattering diagrams D s,w and D s agree on the cluster complex ∆ + s , similar construction is valid for the stability scattering diagram D s,w . Then one recovers the Caldero-Chapoton formula for cluster monomials as in [25] . 5.1.2. The quantum version of theorem 5.1 is still true for D q s using almost the same argument as in [16] ; see Appendix A of [10] for a detailed proof. In particular, for a generic point m in s ⊥ k , we have φ q µ − k (s) (m) = E(q 1/2 , x −s k ) and φ q s (m) = E(q 1/2 , x s k ). If we assume the non-degenerate SP (s, w) to be polynomial, the quantum stability scattering diagram D q s,w is well-defined. Then corollary 5.2, theorem 5.3 and corollary 5.5 are all valid for D q s and D q s,w .
5.2.
In Donaldson-Thomas theory. There is a slightly different torus Lie algebra
With the multiplication x d1 · x d2 = (−1) {d1,d2} x d1+d2 , we have a Poisson algebra structure on h.
We define a twisted product * different from (3.5) on T q by setting
x d1 * x d2 = (−q 1 2 ) {d1,d2} x d1+d2 . The Poisson algebra h can be considered as the semi-classical limit of associative algebra (T q , * ) at q 1/2 = 1. We also have graded Lie algebras h s and h q s as before with a choice of seed s. Theorem 5.8 ([19] , [2] ). There is an N ⊕ s -graded Poisson homomorphism
where χ(X, f * (ν M d )) is the weighted Euler characteristic of X an by the pull back of the Behrend function on M d . s ], * whose semi-classical limit at q 1/2 = 1 is exactlyĪ in theorem 5.8.
Remark 5.10. The algebra homomorphisms in the above two theorems induce two Lie algebra homomorphismsĪ : g reg s,w → h s andĪ q : g reg s,w → h q s . Applying the integration mapsĪ andĪ q to the Hall algebra scattering diagram D Hall s,w , we have an h s -scattering diagram denoted by D DT s,w and an h q s -scattering diagram denoted by D qDT s,w . It is reasonable to call them the Donaldson-Thomas scattering diagram and the refined or quantum Donaldson-Thomas scattering diagram since they encode the DT invariants and the refined DT invariants for (s, w) respectively.
On the other hand, there is a similar construction to the cluster scattering diagram D s by using the initial dataḡ
for each s i as in (3.2) . We denoted this h s -scattering diagram by D In s . Similarly we have a quantum version corresponding to the initial datā
for each s i . We denote this scattering diagram by D qIn s . This decomposition of H + is the same cone decomposition given by S • s restricted to H + . In fact, the function φ s,w (or φ s for the cluster scattering diagram) is constant along each S v and is determined by the face-crossing φ s,w (R + v) at the ray R + v as follows. Note that the positive chamber and the negative chamber relative to R + v (see section 2.3) are connected by mutations: they are both cluster chambers. Therefore φ s,w (R + v) is determined by the wall-crossings at walls of the cluster complex ∆ + s . The cluster and stability scattering diagrams have identical wall-crossings at walls of ∆ + s by theorem 5.3. This gives the same wall-crossing at each S v for these two scattering diagrams.
The same argument applies to the negative cluster complex ∆ − s . Then we have for any m ∈ M R \ H, φ s (m) = φ s,w (m).
Consider a path γ from C + s to C − s that crosses H only once. The only place the path-ordered products can differ for these two scattering diagrams is the wall-crossing at H which is central in exp(ĝ s ). This proves conjecture 5.14 for the Markov quiver.
